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A daughter holds clues to her father's shocking secrets and her mother would risk anything to protect
those secrets. Grace Truscott, in the biography of her father - a great civil rights advocate and Senator raises questions about a death. Was her own father guilty of killing Ned Emory, the husband of his
African-American secretary? Only one person, the secretary's daughter Nola, knows what really
happened, but Nola is guarding a dark secret of her own. While Grace is struggling with a second
marriage - melding his children and hers into a new family - the scandal breaks! From New York to the
gracious old mansions and fragrant gardens of Georgia, Eileen Goudge's new novel will touch the heart of
every woman who has loved and lost. . . and who has found the courage to love again.
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1. Nicearad
I expected so much more after reading the synopsis of this book. I
expected more of a political fiction at the time of the civil rights movement
of the 60's. Instead I had the big scandal figured out by chapter 6. The
rest was about two dysfunctional families that have the same problems as
any broken homes. I can't believe I read the whole thing. I did not like the
authors style of writing. The chapters were too long and most irritating
was the way one paragraph could have have two completely different
conversations going on on different days. Had to do a lot of read overs to
figure out who was talking to who and when. Also lots of careless
misspelled small words. Overall, book could have easily been cut 100
pages and covered the same story. Way too many people to keep track off,
as well.

2. Framokay
I really enjoyed this book. The characters have tremendous depth and you
can feel each of them in your heart. My only criticism is that the switching
of voices left me foundering, many times. Perhaps it's because of the
Kindle edition not giving the expected clue, but that disruption the flow
for me a bit too often.

3. Umrdana
This novel revolving around a courageous man who changed history was
engaging and well written. Not being a fan of romance, there was a bit
more of that then I normally like, but I got through it . Excellent character
development .

4. Fordrekelv
I just wasn’t that interested in this book, I felt it was slow.

5. Kagrel
Does not disappointe!! I read anything by Ms. Goudge...her characters
and plot lines are developed and compelling.,.i highly recommend this
book!

6. Ceroelyu
"Blessing in Disguise" was a great read. Wonderful, rich, characters in the
story of these families whose lives are intertwined. All trying to do the
"right" thing while deep feelings are being tested and a surprise lurks that
no one could have predicted.

7. Phobism
Great read

8. Great book! Love can be painful but so it anyway!
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